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Abstract: In the 1620s, the expansionist politics of the Dutch West India Company
focussed on areas of present-day Brazil, then colonised by the Portuguese. For only a
few years, the United Provinces appropriated the North-Eastern part of the country,
where Count Johan Maurits van Nassau-Siegen spent seven years as Governor of
Dutch Brazil (1636–1643). Johan Maurits presented himself as a humanistic ruler
whose entourage included artists and scholars, like the painters Albert Eckhout and
Frans Post, the physician Willem Piso and the German naturalist and astronomer
Georg Markgraf. The artists and explorers produced knowledge about the country
and its populations which proved to be formative for the next two centuries – based
on close observation and simultaneously with the distanced gaze of the colonist. The
essay focuses on a picture series, which Eckhout perhaps painted for the residence
in Mauritsstad (todays Recife). It consists of a serial typology of different peoples of
the region and still lifes. Especially the still lifes – as exponents of a genre central for
Dutch painting – expose negotiations between the artist’s knowledge of genre traditions, the Eurocentric hierarchies implied in colonial knowledge formations and
his individual experience of landscape and people. The presentation will analyse the
transformation of traditional artists’ knowledge in conflict with individual experience
of alterity, framed by the conditions of colonialism.
Zusammenfassung: Mitte der 1620er Jahre richteten sich die Expansionsbestrebungen der niederländischen „Westindien-Kompanie“ zunehmend auf das von den Portugiesen kolonisierte Gebiet des heutigen Brasiliens. Für nur wenige Jahre eigneten
sich die Vereinigten Provinzen ein Gebiet im Nordosten des Landes an. Als historisch
bedeutsam erwies sich vor allem der sieben Jahre währende Aufenthalt von Johan
Maurits van Nassau-Siegen als General-Gouverneur (1636–1643), der sich in der
Kolonie als humanistisch gebildeter Fürst gerierte, dessen Hofstaat auch Künstler
und Gelehrte wie etwa die Maler Albert Eckhout und Frans Post, der Arzt Willem Piso
oder der Naturkundler Georg Markgraf angehörten. Diese sammelten und generierten ein Wissen über das Land und seine Bevölkerung, das den Blick auf Brasilien für
nahezu 200 Jahre prägen sollte. Der Beitrag widmet sich einem von Eckhout vielleicht
für die Residenz in Mauritsstad (dem heutigen Recife) geschaffenen Gemäldezyklus,
bestehend aus Typenporträts der verschiedenen Bevölkerungsgruppen der Region,
und einer Reihe von Stillleben. Gerade an den Stillleben als Exponenten einer zentralen niederländischen Kunstgattung, die im Zusammenhang mit kolonialen Narrati1 An earlier version of this article in German was published as Gludovatz 2013.
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ven meist jedoch als nebensächlich erachtet wird, lassen sich Aushandlungsprozesse
zwischen tradiertem Künstlerwissen und Erfahrungen des Neuen in besonderem
Maß beobachten. Der Artikel untersucht die Transformationen tradierten Künstlerwissens in Relation zu individuellem Erfahrungswissen ebenso wie er exemplarisch
den Anteil visueller Produktion und ästhetischer Ordnungen an der Erzeugung vermeintlich ‚globalen Wissens‘ unter den Bedingungen von kolonialen Machtgefügen
zur Diskussion stellt.

In 1647, an opulently illustrated epic was published by Jean Lemaire in Leiden with
the title Mauritias: in twelve volumes, this epic narrates the heroic deeds of a man
who – after a long pre-history – was commissioned by a resolution of the Olympic
gods of the “Nineteen Gentlemen”2 to victoriously defend the Dutch possessions on
the other side of the Atlantic. Under his rule, according to the epic, the colony flourished like never before (cf. Besselaar 1979: cat. no. B 31, 335). The protagonist of this
narrative – Johann Moritz von Nassau-Siegen, or, in the Dutch spelling, Johan Maurits
van Nassau-Siegen (1604–1679) – was a German count who in the commission of
the Dutch West India Company (WIC) from 1637 to 1644 administered Dutch Brazil,
a realm in the northeast of current Brazil that the Republic of Seven United Provinces had taken by pushing out the Portuguese gradually since 1630. The Mauritias,
however, did not meet with a positive reception among its audience: written by Franciscus Plante, the governor’s court chaplain, it was received primarily with ridicule
for its verbosity, its pathos and its poor literary style, despite the support of prominent
figures like Constantijn Huygens. The anachronistic aspect of its obedient protagonist
was probably another reason for the mockery, since by the late 1640s the colony was
no longer running very smoothly, at least from the perspective of the WIC. After initial
successes with territorial gains and an expansion in the operation of the sugar mills
thanks to the slave trade, which Maurits ruthlessly promoted,3 the governor found
himself increasingly in conflict with his employers on financial matters and returned
to Europe in 1644.
From today’s perspective, Johan Maurits’ only true achievement in the colony was
the gathering of knowledge about the territory, its population, its fauna and flora,
which he commissioned and made possible during the seven years of his rule. When
the newly appointed governor set off for America in 1636, his entourage included not
only merchants, craftsmen and soldiers, but also artists and scholars. This assembly
of his crew did not really meet the requirements of his employers, but it rather corresponded to his personal interests and sense of status. The WIC, which was founded
2 The “Nineteen Gentlemen” (Heren XIX) were the directors of the Dutch West-India Company.
3 See Brunn 2003: 31 with references of additional reading on Johan Maurits’ important role in the
slave trade.
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in 1620 and assigned a trade monopoly for the Americas by the Dutch States General,
promoted the appropriation of Brazilian territory with three goals in mind: first,
Dutch colonies were to be established in the Atlantic sphere; second, an interest was
primarily placed on strengthening trade; and third, this expansion served to open
new battle lines against the Spanish at sea in the hope of weakening them in the long
run on land as well (Pietschmann 2000: 74). An exploration of the territory beyond
the requirements of these political and economic interests was not intended. But the
governor, different from his employers, placed importance on maintaining a court in
the colony according to the European standard based on humanist ideals, and this
included promoting the arts. His initiatives to explore and describe the territory and
its population in a systematic way with universal claims of validity thus remained
unique in the early colonial history of the Americas. Publications like Caspar Barlaeus’ report on Johan Maurits’ stay in Brazil (Rerum per Octenium in Brasilia,
Amsterdam 1647) or Georg Markgraf and Willem Piso’s Historia Naturalis Brasiliae
(Amsterdam 1648), which combined ethnography, natural science and medical and
pharmaceutical research, tried to show the Europeans a truly “New World”, ‘new’
not just in comparison to Europe, but also in comparison to older descriptions of the
Americas. The texts and images created during Maurits’ rule would open a changed
perspective on the continent and present the diversity of its nature. They would form
the foundation of all secure knowledge available until 1800 about this part of the
world, and replace the image communicated by older travelogues, like those of Hans
Staden ([1557], 2006) and Jean de Léry ([1578], 1994), which had depicted Brazil as
primarily a dark land of cannibalism. From now onwards, the wealth of its nature
and its colonial cultivation with sugar mills and a plantation economy were seen as
characteristic qualities. However, while the view of the land and its population did
undergo modification, the various forms of textual and pictorial presentation were
still shaped by the hegemonic premise that only the civilizing influence of Dutch colonial policy could effect a positive transformation of the land. Thus, the knowledge
communicated was used to legitimise the colonial policy in the framework of which
it was created, while in turn that colonial policy also shaped that very knowledge. It
was supposed to justify Dutch domination in South America in competition with the
aspirations of the Spanish and Portuguese, and this in turn was meant to strengthen
the position of the United Republics in the context of European conflicts.
The publications mentioned were able to fall back on an extensive collection
of drawings for their illustrations, all created by the painters Frans Post and Albert
Eckhout and their assistants on site. While Post specialised in landscapes and vedute,4
Eckhout was responsible for studies of the inhabitants, the wildlife, and various
objects. The books that soon appeared in several editions and translations were probably the most effective way of spreading the visual material reproduced therein, but

4 For recent discussions of Post’s Brazilian paintings, see Boogaart 2011 and Michalsky 2011: 317–331.
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not the only one. The Brazilian drawings were also distributed as originals, copied by
hand, and used by the artists as models for later works.
In light of the fact that the colonisation of Brazil did not represent a very sanguine
chapter in the history of the still young republic, because it did not meet the WIC’s
expectations both economically and politically and came to an end in 1654 with Portugal retaking the region, the artistic and scientific productivity during Maurits’ rule
and its far reaching resonance are all the more impressive. The depictions of a country
along with its culture, which had never been seen before by most viewers, gave great
authority to the accompanying statements about conditions in the colony. Considering the influence these publications had on the perception of Brazil in Europe, it is
worth examining what the representatives of the colonial power considered worth
knowing, by whom and in which form this knowledge was generated. In this context,
the essay will focus not only on rhetoric elements in the sense of motifs and narrative
structures, but also on the role images played here. To what extent did aesthetic conventions become effective in knowledge production about Brazil? And finally: did the
pictures develop a discursive potential of their own?
These questions will be explored using the example of a group of works that until
now has found little attention in research on the Dutch-Brazilian colonial period:
the still lifes of Albert Eckhout. In my view, the discussion of these paintings seems
of special interest for the range of issues sketched above, since the limited range
of motivic and narrative factors typical of the genre allows the productivity of formal-aesthetic parameters in the field of transcultural negotiation to come all the more
clearly to the foreground. The interactions of external experience and self-perception
are constitutive for the formation of aesthetic structures and thus for their semantics. The fruit and vegetable arrangements are usually square, about 92x92 cm, and
painted in oil on canvas. Originally, they were used together with eight type portraits
of representatives of various population groups living in the colony, and composed of
four pairs of paintings (each measuring ca. 275x165 cm), probably to furnish a hall.5
With their artful arrangement of objects on a balustrade outdoors, they all followed
the same plan.
With the genesis of Dutch still life in mind and its principles of arrangement as a
foil, in examining these arrangements of fruits and vegetables two formal aesthetic
aspects are striking: The opening of the pictorial space into the sky is just as unusual
as the view from below, which is founded in the stone cornice at the lower edge of the

5 The dimensions of the still lifes vary, ranging from 85x85 cm to 94x94 cm, and not all are exactly
square. The measurements of the type portraits also vary. The paintings have been in Denmark since
1654, first as part of the collection of King Frederik III, now at Copenhagen’s Nationalmuseet. In addition to the two work groups named, the so-called Tapuya Dance is also part of the Copenhagen cycle.
Originally, the gift included a separate portrait of Johan Maurits and another portrait that showed him
with indigenous figures. These two works were probably destroyed in the fire at Christiansborg Castle
in 1794; see the list of lost paintings in Parker Brienen 2006: 229.
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picture and given further emphasis by the towering of the fruits and vegetables. In the
standard still life, the obligatory location for the arrangement of items depicted is the
interior, the framework of presentation is usually a table, and the usual perspective
is thus from above.
As an example of such traditional representations, consider a still life by Floris
van Dyck from about 1615, where fruit, food and tableware are carefully arranged on
the tabletop (Figure 1). Stone balustrades can also be found in paintings by Eckhout’s
contemporaries, in Balthasar van Ast or Willem van Aelst, but their representation still
uses a view from above. Examples like these can be found in numerous variations. On
the rare occasion that an exterior is explicitly brought into the spatial field in a Dutch
still life, it is usually done in a self-negating way, like in a still life by Jan Davidsz. de
Heem (Figure 2), where the opulent stone table stands in front of a ruinous wall that
opens onto a wide landscape. But the wall is covered with a cloth to at least allude to
an ersatz interior in the transition between outside and inside.

Figure 1: Floris van Dyck, Still Life with Cheese, oil on panel, ca. 1615, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
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Figure 2: Jan Davidsz. de Heem, Abundant Still Life with a Parrot, oil on canvas, ca. 1655, Gemäldegalerie der Akademie der bildenden Künste, Vienna.

Eckhout’s compositions, however, usually direct the gaze straight up, culminating
in a blue or gray sky that is always cloudy. In terms of the aesthetics of their reception, the cloud formations fulfill the same purpose as room walls or spanned fabrics:
they form a visual barrier which, although the texture of the cloud attracts the gaze,
nonetheless directs the beholder repeatedly back to the objects of the picture that
are actually central. In this way, Eckhout replaces the elements (e. g. fabrics) that his
colleagues bring in to define space with a ‘naturalized’ marking of borders. The edges
of the stone balustrades do recall the tables of Dutch interiors, but while the latter
serve to create spatial depth, the balustrades are reduced to a mere strip and thus
emphasise the flatness of the support. They form the basis upon which the fruit and
vegetables can develop their sculptural quality, and they materialise the aesthetic
threshold that separates the picture from the viewer.
The spatial disposition typical of Eckhout’s still lifes can first of all be attributed
to the original placement of the paintings: even if there remains disagreement about
the time of their creation and the original context of the cycle, we can assume that
they were fashioned for a certain context of presentation in which they, due to their
small format and their lower status in the hierarchy of genres, would be hung higher
up at a greater distance from the viewer. In her study of Eckhout’s type portraits,
Denise Daum (2009: 23) argues that their good condition shows that the canvases did
not travel long distances by ship and that they were probably created after the paint-
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er’s return from Brazil in the second half of the 1640s for the home Maurits erected in
The Hague, Mauritshuis.6 Rebecca Parker Brienen (2006: 172–174), who also focuses
her discussion on the portraits, posits that the ensemble was created either for the
Vrijburg, the city palace, or for Boa Vista, the Brazil governor’s country estate.7 She
also relies on findings from the paintings’ restoration for her argument, but refers to
the canvas preparation of Eckhout’s paintings, which is similar to the foundations
used in paintings by Frans Post, and to the fact that the craquelure on the painting’s
surface attests to the fact that the pictures had been dismounted and rolled for transportation purposes.
We cannot draw any definitive conclusions about the cycle’s emergence here,
despite considering all these arguments. But key to our considerations is that the
painting, whether created in Brazil or in the Netherlands, in any case emerged in
a Europeanised and/or European context, that is, in and for an environment that
primarily entails representatives of the colonial power as producers and recipients.
However, the pictures would have served quite different functions in the particular
epistemological horizons of the respective audience, depending on context: In Mauritsstad, the images, as Parker Brienen (2006: 201–204) comments, would have served
as self-affirmation of an orderly and successful rule on the colonial site, while in The
Hague the cycle, according to Daum (2009: 24 and 154–157), would have retrospectively affirmed the rule of Johan Maurits and reproduced hegemonic relationships in
the sense of a “painted colony”, classifying what is represented according to different ethnicities. Decisive for the perception of the painting is the intersection of the
narrow space of pictorial representation and the wider space of lived experience: in
Mauritsstad, the “painted colony”, in comparison with the reality around it, would
be primarily perceived as presentation of an ideal state; in The Hague the pictures,
not least due to the painter’s status as eyewitness, would have worked as legitimation
for the specific knowledge derived from them. Johan Maurits promoted the merits of
his collection to various European courts in these terms, using them entirely in the
service of his own “self-marketing” in the early 1650s, coinciding with the final loss of
Brazil for the Netherlands. In 1652, he sold a significant number of the works, including Eckhout’s drawings, to the Brandenburg Elector Friedrich Wilhelm I, while two
years later he gave the cycle discussed here to King Frederik III of Denmark, so that
the paintings found their way into the monarch’s famous chamber of art and curiosi-

6 The type portraits are signed, dated 1641 or 1643, and marked as painted in “brasil”. According to
these inscriptions, the paintings seem to have been created in Brazil before the artist’s return to Holland. But Daum suspects that the inscriptions were only added when the pictures entered the Danish
royal collection, since the spelling of the name “Eckhout” diverges from the contemporary signatures
of the artist in contemporary documents (“Eeckhout,” “Eijkhout”, “Eeyckhout”).
7 Viktoria Schmidt-Linsenhoff 2003, who studied the type portraits in terms of “difference” critique,
assumes that the series was created to decorate the Vrijburg.
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ties and are now held by the Danish National Museum (for more on the collection and
Johan Moritz’s gifts to European courts, see Joppien 1979: 297–376).

Figure 3: Jacob van Campen, Still Life with Fruit, formerly at Hoogerhuis, Amersfoort ca. 1645–1650,
Museum Flehite, Amersfoort (photo: Bildarchiv des Kunsthistorischen Instituts der Freien Universität
Berlin).

The suggested hanging of the cycle in two zones is just one argument for the upward
perspective used by the painting, but it does not explain it sufficiently. If we compare
the still life to Jacob van Campen’s fruit ensembles, which he painted for Hoggerhuis
in Amersfoort around 1650, decisive differences can be made out: The photograph in
Figure 3 shows some of the paintings found today at Museum Flehite (Amersfoort)
in their historical hanging at their original location and thus provides a sense of the
original placement of the Copenhagen still life. Van Campen was clearly responding to the specificities of the interior, and fitted his fruit baskets in virtual niches. In
this way, he supported the transition between architecture and pictorial reality and
created a spatially homogenized décor. Eckhout’s paintings, however, might have disrupted such a unity by breaking through the actual architecture, virtually opening the
space to an outside – but not in the form of an illusion of a window view. This formal
decision shows that Eckhout took the orientation for his design concept less from a
concrete, actually existing space, but rather sought to address mobile viewers – in a
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paradox of reception aesthetics. On the one hand, his fragmentary depiction of the
sky evokes a gaze directed towards a distance and intent on overcoming limits, while
at the same time he demonstrates its constraints with the outer limits of the tableau
that emerge all the more clearly in the discontinuity between pictorial and real space.
The passage across the Atlantic resulted in a changed understanding of the world
and space in general for European cultures. But this should not be understood in an
emphatic sense, because on the one hand this changed understanding in the narrative
of “discovery” provided legitimacy for acts of appropriation, and on the other hand
the expectation and experience of supposed spatial limitlessness was often followed
by the experience of massive limitation. Thus, the narrowness of the ships moving
through the expanse of the ocean must have caused endless boredom if we believe
the reports of later expedition drawers (see the reports written by eighteenth-century
draftsmen on similar expeditions: Rees 2015), especially for the artists without any
occupation on board. After landing, arrivals in the colony were often met with harsh
living conditions, about which for example the governor himself complained to the
WIC.8 Finally, the actual space of the colony was extremely limited, since the Dutch
remained within a narrow strip of land in the coastal region and, with few exceptions,
did not penetrate the interior (Joppien 1979: 304).
Examining the fruit and vegetables more closely, the question of the spatial construction of the picture is addressed under another aspect as well, since not only the
relationship of picture and context, but also the generation of spatiality inside the
painting is a matter of debate. We need to consider whether the space in the picture
encloses the things depicted or whether the things themselves actually create the pictorial space. For in the paintings we can see that the balustrade scarcely offers any
surface area, and the sky serves more as a structured background foil in painterly
terms than a promise of distance (cf. Figure 4).

8 This complaint must also to be seen as strategic, since the WIC had accused Johan Maurits of too
extravagant expenditures for his courtly way of life (see Brunn 2003: 35).
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Figure 4: Albert Eckhout, Still Life with Calabash, oil on canvas, ca. 1640, Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen (photo: John Lee).

The fruits and vegetables, in contrast, have a sculptural quality and seem to expand
in their relationship to one another, considering their careful arrangement before,
behind, on top and beneath each other in a rather limited space. The arrangements
evoke the impression that space in Eckhout’s still life is not presented as a fixed
element, but always as a result of processes of movement and relationships, constantly caught in a process of transformation, of adding and removing, of expansion
and compression.
But why did Eckhout locate the still lifes in an outdoor space and deviate in this
from the genre tradition? One argument could be that he intended to create a spatial
continuity with the type portraits, which are all set outdoors. But the fact that the
surroundings show vegetation in the type portraits or architecture in the still life
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paintings speaks against this. In light of his performative understanding of space,
perhaps Eckhout found the traditional setting of a still life an inadequate form of
presentation. Did he want the ‘exotic’ gifts of nature to tower under the open sky,
rather than forcing them into a dark chamber like Dutch apples and pears? Would
this imply that with this form of presentation Eckhout was (re)producing an opposition of culture and nature, similar to the relational paradigm in analogy to the hierarchical discursive distinction of civilized and ‘primitive’, men and women, adults
and children, people and animals? Hardly, because the purported irruption of nature
through the cloudy sky is counteracted by the artificiality of the arrangement, which
considered by itself contrasts the mimetic claim of the fruits and vegetables represented. However, the mimetic representation of the fruits in the paintings, in contrast
to the drawings, remained quite formulaic, limited to form and colouring: the surface
texture of the fruits and vegetables does not allow us to see the differences that exist
between them. The drawings, although often sketchy and not entirely colored, come
closer to the natural original than the paintings in their texture, despite the latter’s
lusciousness and wealth of color.
Additionally, the composition of the background does not reflect an intense study
of the sky as it appears near the Equator, but rather resulted from a familiarity with
Dutch landscape painting. It can be found in a similar rendering in landscapes of
the flat countryside by Jacob van Ruisdaels, Jan van Goyens or Isaak van Ostades,
and in seascapes of a painter like Jan Porcellis. The fruits and vegetables from the
colony pictured here are thus staged in a form that modifies the pictorial tradition,
yet remains committed to the artistic genealogy in stylistic terms: What Eckhout withdraws on terms of motif is regained in formal aesthetics. The picture thus relates Eckhout’s various spaces of experience on both sides of the Atlantic and creates a tension
between his artistic knowledge, in the sense of visual genealogies, techniques and
artistic practices, and the perception of the environment.
This means that the works that were made by the artists in the colony under the
governor’s commission should by no means be conceived as a unified body of work,
even if they were created by a single artist. Rather, Eckhout varies his style depending
on the artistic technique used, the genre and the function of the works, but also in
terms of their aesthetic structure and semantics, and we need to specify their respective mode of generating knowledge. If the drawings, in their partial incompleteness,
communicate the impression of immediacy, precise observation and empiricism, and
thus insinuate authenticity regarding what they depict, the paintings claim rather to
illustrate structures that should not be lost in microscopic details and tactile gazes.
The cycle of paintings presents the ideal of a nature tamed by the impact of colonisation, while the drawings strive to represent naturalness in order to preserve and
convey it in its ‘original’ state. They were not meant to be hung in the stately rooms
of a residence, but keep the format of a sketchbook or a single sheet, with further use
in a book format in mind, and thus with a view to contribute to scholarly knowledge.
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Figure 5: Albert Eckhout, Still Life with Vegetables, oil on canvas, ca. 1640, Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen (photo: John Lee).

Mobility is thus not just an essential factor in understanding Eckhout’s visual space;
the assemblage of fruit itself already implies mobilitas, since they are of very different origins and thus cannot simply be understood as the produce of a rich Brazilian
harvest (on the origins of the fruit and vegetables depicted, see Buvelot/Teixeira/
Vries 2004: 86–103). In one picture, a gourd domestic in America is placed alongside
vegetables from Europe like cucumbers, kale and rutabagas (cf. Figure 5); another
still life includes oranges from Portugal, watermelons from Africa, the cashew fruit
widespread in Brazil and the pineapple, also local (cf. Figure 6). Yet another painting
is dedicated to manioc, which then only grew in South America as the main staple
of both the indigenous peoples and their colonial rulers, and thus was given special
pride of place. Even if these fruits and vegetables were all harvested in Brazil or at least
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we are given that impression, the prerequisite for their assemblage on the painted balustrades is the mobility of European naval powers motivated by colonial expansion
and long-distance trade. In the aesthetic order of the colony, these labyrinthine paths
are balanced out by artistic principles of composition. Audiences in Holland or later
in Denmark will have noticed significant distinctive traits marked by the alternation
between recognition of their own and marvel at unknown varieties.

Figure 6: Albert Eckhout, Still Life with Watermelon, Pineapple, and other Fruits, oil on canvas, ca.
1640, Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen (photo: John Lee).

Considering the historical contexts of the kinds of fruits and vegetables depicted,
they point towards specific points of time in two ways: firstly, the fruits could be seen
as examples of global exchange; additionally, in the overall context of the cycle, the
paintings point towards the history of the still life. Since becoming a genre of its own,
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the still life features human beings at best indirectly by way of their traces. The same
is true here: human intervention is seen in the towering and opening of the fruits and
vegetables, and their arrangement can be explained by their correspondence with the
type portraits. For example, in the portrait “Brazilian”, the man is framed by a manioc
plant on the right, marked by the open fruit at his feet. In the original hanging order
of the paintings, the picture of manioc as rendered in “Brazilian” – hung in the lower
zone – would have been presented as yield of the land in its use and its significance
for the population, while in the picture in the upper zone it was granted a value of its
own.
Significantly, the type portraits leave out one group of residents in the colony –
the Dutch colonists themselves. Their presence is withdrawn from the gaze, invisible,
yet they still stand behind and control the ‘world’ that the viewers are given to see,
outfitted with a power to create not only the arrangements of fruits and vegetables,
but also the arrangement and classification of the various population groups that
appear to represent an ideal image in the sense of the colonisers. In this context, the
fruits and vegetables in their ideality of form, color and presentation do not really
appear to be the yield of the land, or the result of work, planting and harvest, but
rather as if they literally had fallen into the lap of the Dutch, almost removed from
the land. Unlike the various herrings, oysters, sweets and rolls that appear in Dutch
paintings again and again on plates or in bowls in bite-size portions, these fruits and
vegetables are not offered for consumption, but rather rest like sculptures on their
pedestals.
Hitherto, research has considered the still lifes as mere accessories to accompany the type portraits; Vega (2000), for example, interprets them as an expression
of tamed nature, while Parker Brienen (2006: 193) sees them as homage to the fertility
of the country, and claims to recognise the artist’s scientific interest and a “scientific
mode of representation”, as Daum (2009: 16) calls it. Surprisingly, Daum, who notes
the highly artificial character of the type portraits, seems to assert that the still lifes
document precisely what the artist saw.
However, classifications like “close to nature”, “scientific” or even documentarian fall short when it comes to understanding the paintings and their function within
a colonial context. Focussing on the function of pictures in processes of generating
knowledge, Eckhout’s still lifes are not scientific images and in a certain sense were
never supposed to be so; retrospectively classifying them as such might increase their
value according to our current hierarchy of knowledge formations, with scientific
understanding ranked as the norm for any kind of knowledge in the West. But these
norms cannot do justice to them. Eckhout viewed and arranged his objects of representation according to the criteria available to him, namely as they had been formed
by the artistic tradition and in relation to his own empirical knowledge. Regarding
ethnographic and scientific interests, granted that he had any, he had to frame them
by the demands he placed on his drawings in relationship to artistic principles. The
contradictions and ambivalences shown here are productive moments in an artis-
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tic negotiation that processes an engagement with and an openness for other cultures. But this engagement is bound to the backdrop of his own culture and artistic
techniques, and to the structure of colonial domination and power that Eckhout is
implicated in. The break with traditions of aesthetic structure produces a shift in the
perception of the beholders, who in the act of reception are like the artist, namely
bringing what they know from their traditions into a relationship with the current
experience, and thus generating new knowledge.
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